Extension of holomorphic functions by the aid of tangent discs attached to M and of "defect 0" is a particular case of a general theorem of "wedge extendibility" of CR-functions by A. Tumanov; the new part of our theorem is that no assumptions on "defect" are made.
X, M
+ one of the two closed half-spaces with boundary M, A=A(i\ teA an analytic disc of X, z Q = A(l) a point of dAnM, {B} the system of spheres of center z 0 . Let C*' a be the functions whose derivatives up to the order k are a-Lipschitz continuous. We assume M to be C 2>a and A to be C 1 '* up to the boundary and small. We recall the result by [1] .
Theorem A 8 ([1, Theorem 1]) Assume
there exists z 1 edA with z 1 eM + .
Then for any B ID A there is B' c= B such that holomorphic functions extend from M + to B'.
It is essential in the previous statement that z 1 Let w' = z'oA take v^eC 1 " 2 , 5 6 1? and consider the equation
in the unknown w. Note that for s = Q, vt>o = 0, the "^i -component" M of A satisfies (1). We need the following technical tool.
Proof. For j<k-l, let
Let v = h(u, vi/ + (0, WQ)) in 3A, and define A^s = (w + n;,w/ + (0,Wo)) in 3A.
We have: (c) Construction of a transversal disc. Let CI(T), C 2 ( T ) be defined by (5) over A t . Consider the system:
There 
and we are done. It follows from (7):
Set r=y l -g. We prove now that (14) follows from the former of (12). By using 5j and M one gets a dihedron V with non-proper tangent cone, such that any / holomorphic on M + nB, for B =5 A, is extended to V at z 0 .
(e) Conclusion of the proof in the case dA c M. The dihedron F has generic edge dS 1 . We approximate V by an increasing sequence F v of domains with C 2 boundary such that
It is obvious that for large v, F v has at least one Levi-pseudoconcavity. Then germs of holomorphic functions extends from F v to a full neighborhood of z 0 (according to a famous theorem by Hans Lewy). 
By taking the union of the discs A s^. (c) one gets a manifold S l such that dS l c= M + and S l nM is a generic manifold. We thus get a dihedron V with edge S i nM and such that functions extend from M* nB to V at z 0 (5 z> >4). The conclusion is the same as above.
Q.E.D.
